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NOTATION

'I Ab Base area of the test nose

C Da Drag coefficient of the aflterbody based: on the

nose base

DT + M
Actual total drag coeff cient,

D
CD =- Apparent total .d-rag -co-effi cient,

CD 1 pU2D +2

_- DNDN

'C N Apparent nose drag -coefficient
DN2

CDN(O) Actual nose drag 'at o c = 0

C (C) Actual nose drag a-t finite -cavity cavitation
DNu number a-=

Cf Skin-friction drag coefficient

V Skin-friction drag coefficient of the nose
fNP

t CpN -Pressure drag coefficient of the nose
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Q Air flow rate coefficient
'Ub

D = 2y Diameter of the half body, at infinity downstream

from the source point

D -Measured total drag force

D N Measured- nose drag force

L Length of the nose

M, Momentum thrust of -the air ejected from the
annular .slot of the nose

An Strength of source

p Local pressur.e

Pc -Cavity pressure

Rv Vapor pressure

pO Free stream ambient pressure

Q Ventilated air discharge at. channel ambient
pressure and 80 F

Distance from the source point to the stream
surface of the source generated half body

U Free stream velocity

x Longitudinal axis
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y Radical ordinate from the axis of the half body
of revolution-

Radius of half body base at infinity -downstream

from the source point

e Polar angle

'Mass density of waterI
~P'- PV

- 2 Vapor cavitation numberou2

~pU-

c =  1 Cavity cavitation number

J J

C ,-

PjU
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ABSTRACT

The results of an experimental investigation of a cavity

running body are presented. The cavity running body consists of

a blunt base nose of a half body of revolution and an afterbody

which is completely enclosed by the ventilated cavity. Thus, tne

afterbody experiences almost no drag and the cavity drag due to

the presence of the ventilated cavity becomes a very important

component of the drag acting on the cavity running body., Theo-

retical and experimental results of every component of the drag

of the cavity running body a:.e presented and discussed. It is

found that the total drag is almost independent of the vapor cavi.-

tation number but is highly dependent on the air flow rate to the

cavity. The maximum drag reduction is 25 percent.

INTRODUCTION

In considering a streamlined body moving in water, nearly

all of the resultant drag is associated with skin-friction. Con-

sequently, in order to reduce the overall drag, the skin friction

acting on the body must be reduced. One of the possible approaches

is to produce slip between the water and the body by -means of air

lubrication.

Two schemes of air lubrication have been developed at HYDRO-

NAUTICS, Incorporated. The first one is to produce a thin air

film around the body, and the second one is to generate a steady

ventilated cavity- to enclose the body.
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The first scheme attempts to maintain the lift force acting

on the air-lubricated body comparable to that -without air lub-

rication. Analytical study (i) has shown that if the air-film

thickness is maintained within the order -of one hundreth of an

inch, the hydrodynamic force can be transmitted directly to the

body through the thin air film. However, a previous experimental

study (2) has encountered difficulties in achieving substantial

stable thin film thicknesses with acceptable layer lengths. As

a result, interest has turned to the second scheme, the cavity

running body. Instead of injecting a thin air layer adjacent

to the body, the second scheme is to generate a steady ventilated,

cavity to enclose a large portion of the body. This method re-

duces the instability of the air-water interface, but, since the

cavity has- essentially constant -pressure, the buoyant force is

lost. There is additional drag, which is called cavity drag,

caused by the presence of the cavity. This drag may be signifi.-

cant in comparison with the skin-friction drag reduction. In

order to provide a basis for assessing the merit of the cavity

running performance, an experimental study was -conducted.

In the present experiment, the air is pumped from the

periphery of a blunt-base nose to form a steady cavity. An after-

body is attached to the nose base, which can be completely en-

closed within the generated cavity and will have very little skin-

frictioh -drag. The blunt base nose is a half body of revolution

which is generated mathematically by placing a point source in a

uniform stream and by cutting the stream surface -off at a finite
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length in order to minimize the sum of the pressure and the skin-

friction drag. The total force acting on the cavity running body

consists of the skin-friction and the pressure drag of the nose,

the cavity drag, the drag of the afterbody, and the momentum throsi

of the ejected air. This report presents the experimental and

theoretical results and a discussion of all these components of

the drag on the° cavity running body.

SELECTION -OF NOSE SHAPE

In -order to minimize the total drag of the cavity running

body, it is, necessary to select a nose of minimum drag. The nose

drag consists of pressure, skin-friction, and cavity drag. The

ventilated cavity drag of a blunt base body can. not be estimated

accuratel-y and must be determined by experiment. However, it is

possible to calculate the .pressure and the skin-friction drag of

a half body generaeted by a ,point source in a uniform stream.

Therefore, the blunt base nose should be chosen as the half body

which has the minimum s-um of pressure and skin-friction drag. Ac-

cording to potential flow theory an infinitely long hal-f body of

revolution generated by a point source in a uniform stream has

zerd pressure drag, but its skin-friction drag is infinitely

large, since it is infinitely long, If we compute the drag a-cting

on the total surface from the tip to the downstream end of the

half body with finite length, we find -that the pressure drag de-

creases but the skin-friction increases with increasing length

of the body. Thus, there is an optimum length of the half body

which has the minimum sum of pressure and skin-friction drag.
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The pressure distribution on the half body due to a- point

source of strength m located at the origin in a uniform st'eam

is (Reference 3, P. 57):

16p '[U2 2 Tr2U]

2J2
where-

2' 0 mrU

is the distance from the source point to the

stream surface of the half body,

U is- the free stream velocity,

p is the- free stream ambient pressure,

Sis the polar angle, and

y is the radIu8 of the body base at infinity -down-

stream from 'the source pointt.

The pressure drag coeffiocient of the nose based on the base

area at infinity downstream from the source point Is

_' yyd

PM 2 '2Ty0

2 2
=f"(3 cos e e 0S ,

2 L
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where 2
2 CO

y2 - cos 0)- and

y is the radia. ordinate from the axis of the

half body of revolution.

The skin-friction drag of the nose based on the base area

at infinity downstream from the source point is

= y dx
fN' 2

-yo/2

= Cf cos e + cos - - 2-
1 + cose

0

(Cf(sin e -- 2 tan 3
2'

where C is the- skin-friction drag coefficl-ent,which is -a func-

tion of Reynolds number and which can be found elsewhere (Ref-

erence 4, p. 137).

The sum of C + C and C alone are plotted in Figure 1PN _0 1PN
-for typical values of y0 and :U. It i:s found that the minimum sum

of the pressure and the skin-friction drag is at about L/D 1.1,

wlhere L is the l-ength. of the body, and D is the diameter -of the

body base at ihfini-ty,
9
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It was decided to use D equal to 4_5 inches and L equal to

6 inches tfr the present nose. The L/D of the nose selected is

1.33 which is slightly larger than the optimum value. The reason

for using a slightly large L/D in this nose is that this nose

has appreciably larger base area and its C + C is still veryPN fN
close to the minimum value-.

MODEL AND APPARATUS

The tests were conducted in the High Speed Water Channel at

HYDRONAUTICS, Incorporated; a detailed description of this chan-

nel is presented in Reference 5. As shown in Figure 2, the model.

was supported by a 1-1/2 inch sting downstream from the model.

The sting, in turn, was connected to a streamlined strut which

was attached to the model support beam of the High Speed Water

Channel. The model as shown in Figure 3 consisted of an aluminum

nose and a wood afterbo-dy which was coated with epoxy paint. A

variable reluctance block gauge and a dummy block were installed

inside the hollow of the afterbody. The positions of the block

gauge and the dummy block were interchangable. The block gauge

was used to measure the total drag of the nose and the afterbody

when it was connected to the supporting sting. The drag of the

nose was measured by interchanging the position of the dummy

block and the block gauge which then was attached to the nose by

a threaded shaft. A stilling chamber was formed by the void space

inside the .nose. The internal arrangement of the afterbody is

shown in Figure 4.
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The nose was 6 inches in length and 4.40 inches in diameter

at its base. The stream surface of the nose was computed from

y = V 2.5312(1 - cos e) [4]

where e is the polar angle and y is the radical distance in

inches from the axis of symmetry to the surface of the nose.

This was derived from potential theory for a ,point source in a

uniform stream with the maximum value of y equal to 2.25 inches

as e approaches 7.

The a,'terbody was formed by a cylinder 4.20 inches in di-

ameter and 6 inches in length, which was tapered to a diameter

of 2.10 inches in a distance of 10 inches by a parabola of third,

degree; the total length of the afterbody was 16 inches. The

body was hollow so as to accommodate the installation of the

block gauge, the dummy block, and the supporting sting. For

convenience of installation, the afterbody was split into two

pieces along the axis, and was connected together by three pairs

of bolts. A fairing ring to smooth the step between the body

and the sting was attached to the sting.

The air was supplied by an air compressor, which had a max-

inium capacity of 18 cfm at 150 psi. Two Fisher and Porter flow-

rators were used to measure the air supply rate, one with a

maximum capacity of 19.6 cfm and the other with 6.25 cfm. Two
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meters were necessary to span the wide flow rate range desired

in the tests. A pressure regulator with pressure gauge and

moisture filter was installed on the supply line upstream from

the flowrator. At the junctions between the nose and the after-

body, and between the afterbody and the sting, two pairs of tne

tygon tubes were used to ensure that the supply line connections

were flexible. This eliminated the possibility of transmitting

drag through the supply lines (See Figure 5). The ventilating

of air entered the stilling chamber from four air openings on the

shaft which was connected to the supply lines. A hemis.pherical

cap which formed a streamlined passage from the chamber to the

slot opening for the air was attached to the shaft. The opening

of the annular slot formed by the nose and the afterbody had a

width of 0.084 inches. The air flow rate was regulated by the

valves located at the downstream end of the flowrators.

A 1/!6 inch pressure tap leading to the cavity region was

located at the bottom of the middle section of the afterbody.

A 1/4 inch tygon tube connected to the pressure tap. The cable

of the block gauge, and the air supply line were led out through

the sting, the strut, and the channel cover. The head difference

between the cavity pressure and the channel pressure above the

water was recorded by a manometer. The electrical output of the

gauge was displayed by a digital counter.

A photographic view of the cavity running body being tested

in the high speed channel is shown in Figure 6.
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TEST PROCEDURE

At maximum channel speed the ventilated cavity could not

enclose the afterbody at one atmosphere channel pressure. How-

ever, as the channel pressure was lowered to about two thirds of

an atmosphere, the cavity was just large enough to enclose the

afterbody. Therefore, it was decided to -perform the tests on

three channel speeds, 25, 30 and 33 fps, and two channel ambient

pressures, 10 and 20 feet of water. These combinations of speed

and channel ambient pressure covered a wide range of cavitation

numbers from 0.58 to 1.42.

The overall test procedure was simple but systematic. The

ventilated air flow rate was varied over the available range of

the air compressor at each channel speed and ambient pressure.

At a given channel speed, ambient pressure and ventilation air

flow rate, the flowrator reading, block gauge reading, and

cavity pressure were recorded. The channel water depth was

maintained constant throughout the experiments. The axis of the

model was set at 7.5 inches below the free surface and 7.5 incnes

above the channel floor. The pressure at the upstream end of

the two flowrators was maintained at 60 psi for all the tests.

The channel water temperature was recorded at regular intervals.

The momentum thrust of the air ejected from the -annular slot was

measured at all test air flow rates and all test channel ambient

pressures.
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The test program was divided into two series: The first

series was the measurements of the total drag of the nose and

the afterbody and the second series was the measurement of the

nose drag. The two series of tests were performed at identical

test conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The accumulated data are reduced to four drag coefficients,

two cavitation numbers and one ventilation air flow rate coef-

ficient. The four drag coefficients are all referred to the

base area of the nose, A If DT is the measured total drag

force of the nose and the afterbody, D, the measured drag force
N

of the nose, M the momentum thrust of the air ejected from the

slot, U the free stream velocity, and p the density of the water

the actual total drag coefficient,CD ,is defined by CD = (DT+ M)/
1 )U2 A and the apparent total drag coefficient,C ',by CD =D

bDD
1 2
pU Ab, and the actual nose drag coefficient.CDN,is defined by,

CDN = (DN+ M)/ pU2 Ab, and the apparent nose drag coefficient,

CDN ,by CDN' DN/ pU2 Abo It is important to note that the

actual drag of the body is equal to the sum of the measured drag

and the momentum thrust of the air. Two different cavitation

numbers are vapor cavitation number, a = (p -pv)/ pU2 ; and cavity

cavitation number, c (P-Pc)/ PU2 " Here p. is the ambient uni-

form stream pressure, pv the vapor pressure, and pc the cavity

pressure. The air flow rate coefficient C is defined as

CQ= Q/UAb, where Q is the ventilation air discharge rate at

channel ambient pressure and 80 0 F.
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The results are plotted as drag coefficient v'ersus air

flow rate coefficient with vapor cavitation number as the param-

eter, in Figures 7 through 10. It is important to note that the

total and nose drag coefficients are almost identical for every

given test condition. Thus, the afterbody experiences almost no

drag at any test condition. In addition,, as long as the after-

body is properl-r enclosed by the ventilated cavity, the drag

coefficient is almost independent of vapor cavitation number,,

but is highly dependent on the cavity cavitation number which, in

turn, is a function of the air flow rate.

As can be seen from Figures 7 and 8, both the actual total

and nose drag coefficients, CD and CDN decrease with the in-

crease of air flow rate coefficient C Both C and C- seem to
D DN

approach an 'asymptotic value at large values of C As shown

in Figure 7, the actual total drag coefficient at C = 0, ex-

tended from the experimental curve is identical to the theoreti-

cal C without ventilation. The theoretical C is computed from
D D

the sum of pressure and skin-friction drag of the nose and the

skin-friction drag of the afterbody. However, the measured CD

without ventilation is slightly larger than the theoretical C

This difference is probably caused by the formation of eddies

at the abrupt transition between the nose and the afterbody. The

nose drag without ventilation was so large it could not be mea-

sured with the block gauge used.

The apparent total and nose drag coefficients, CD and CDN,

decrease rapidly with increasing air flow rate coefficient C as

shown in Figures 9 and 10. This is due to the contribution of

.4
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the momentum thrust of the ventilated air ejected from the an-

nular slot, which increases with CQ.

The total drag reduction is shown in Figure 11. Within the

test range of air flow coefficient, the total drag reduction in-

creases almost linearly with increasing CQ. The maximum total

drag reduction obtained is ,25 percent. CD' the actual total

drag coefficient of the cavity running body can be written as

CD = CPN + CfN + CDa + c [5]

where CpN is the pressure drag coefficient and CfN is the skin-

friction drag coefficient of the nose, CDa the drag coefficient

.of the afterbody, and a is the cavity cavitation number, if all

the ,drag coefficients are referred to the base area of the nose,,

Since we found that CDa is negligibly small so long as the after-

body, is properly enclosed by the ventilated cavity, the actual

total and nose drag coefficients are identical, i.e.,

C ~C = +0 C (bD DN PN fN c [6]

According to the analysis, the sum of CpN and-CfN is found to be

0.02. The value of C/(C + + Oc) should be equal to urdity.DNPMN + fN +c)
The experimental results are shown in Figure 12, and good agree-

ment between the analysis and experiment is obtained. The effect
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of ac on the drag of the cavity running body, according to the

experimental results shown in Figure 13, is

CDN(%c) CDN(0) +

where 0DN(0) is the actual nose drag at ac = 0 and CDN(0) is

equal to the sum of pressure and skin-friction drag coefficients

of the test nose and was found to be 0.02. This result is in

good agreement with the approximate theory of Armstrong -(6).. It

is important to note that the cavity cavitation number is a large

component of the nose drag.

The dependence of cavity cavitation number on the air flow

rate coefficient CQ is shown in Figure 14. It can be seen that

a decreases almost linearly with increasing C However, the

trailing end of the cavity was disturbed by the model supporting

sting and strut, so no measurement of cavity shape was attempted

in this study. It wes found during the test that the maximum

vapor cavitation number which enables the ventilated cavity to

enclose the afterbody properly with the small test range of sup-

ply air is about 1.5.

~1
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CONCLUSION

As long as the afterbody is properly enclosed by the venti-

lated cavity, the afterbody experiences almost no drag, and the

drag coefficients are almost independent of vapor cavitation num-

ber but are highly dependent on-the air flow rate to the cavity.

The maximum vapor cavitation number for the ventilated cavity

to enclose the afterbody properly with the small test range of

supply air is about 1.5.

Within the test range of air supply, the percentage of the

total drag reduction increases almost linearly with the increasing

air flow rate. The maximum total drag reduction obtained was

25 percent.

The actual total and nose drag coefficients are almost

identical at every condition; they are equal to the sum of the

pressure drag and skin-friction drag of the nose and the cavity

cavitation number. The effect of cavity cavitation number o" on

the drag of the -cavity running body is found to be

CDN( c )= CDN(O) + a

Thus, the cavity cavitation number is the major component of the

drag of the cavity running body.

Within the test range, the cavity cavitation number decreases

almost linearly with the increase of air flow rate coefficient.
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FIGURE -4 -- INTERNAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE AFTERBODY

FIGURE 5 - THE FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS OF THE AIR SUPPLY LINES
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FIGURE 6-THE MODEL TESTED IN THE HIGH SPEED WATER CHANNEL
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